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The consideration of the convergence of sequences Is
of prime Importance In function theorj. Onlj In rare cases
can the convergence of a sequence be proved by exhibiting
the limit, so It Is extremely Important to have at our dis¬
posal a method which permits us to prove the existence of
the limit of a sequence regardless to whether'It can or
cannot be determined explicitly. Cauchy*s well-lmown
criterion for the convergence of sequences Is a test which
serves this purpose. The criterion. In a brief way says
that the terms of a sequence get arbitrarily close to some¬
thing fixed, for sufficiently large subscripts. If and only
If, they get arbitrarily close to each other, for sufficiently
large subscripts.
The primary purpose of this paper Is to present concise
and reasonably simple proofs of Cauchy’s criterion for the,
convergence of sequences of real and complex constants and
sequences of functions of real and complex variables. ¥e
shall apply the criterion for the convergence of sequences
to Infinite series and Infinite products. Emphasis has been
placed upon presenting the material In a logical and syste-
I
matlc manner.
The first portion of Chapter I consists of definitions
and an axiom. A thorough understanding of these definitions
ill
Is necessary in order to understand the proofs herein. Por
convenience, the terms whose definitions are given are listed
in the front section of this exposition. The conclusion of
Chapter I consists of a discussion of some proofs which are
the foundation for the proof of Cauchy’s criterion for the
convergence of sequences.
Chapter II is devoted to proof of the main title theorem,
the theorem is proved for sequences of real constants, com¬
plex constants and functions of real and complex variables.
Each proof is divided into two parts — the necessity part
and the sufficiency part.
Chapter III consists of some applications of the crite¬
rion for the convergence of sequences to infinite series and
infinite products.
I wish to extend my sincere gratitude to Dr. Lonnie
Cross for his assistance and helpful suggestions, and special
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In this chapter a brief sketch will be given of those
results in ajmlysis which will be used in the proof of our
main title theorem and in the application of this theorem.
We need the following definitions.
Definition 1,1. A sequence is a single valued function
defined on the set of positive integers.
Definition 1.2. (Monotone increasing sequence). A sequence
is monotone increasing if and only if for each n«J'*’ (J'*'
denotes the set of positive integers), ®’n-*-t *
■ Definition 1.3. (Monotone decreasing sequences). A sequence
is monotone decreasing if and only if for each n «. J'*’,
a ^ a <.
n = n+1
Definition 1.4. (Limit of a sequence). A sequence {a^j^^has
a limit a if and only if for e>0, there exists a positive
integer E = E(6) such that [a^ - a I -s. e for all n
A sequence lias as a limit if and only if
given any positive number M, there exists a positive integer
E - E (M) such that > M for all n ^ E.
A sequence has as a limit if and only if given
any number B, there exists a positive integer E = E(B) such
that B for infinitely many H > JA.
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Definition 1,5. (Boundedness). Let S be a set of real
numbers,. . If there exists a real number M such that x = M
for all x^S, then the set S Is .said to be bounded above.
If there exists a real number m such that m ^ x for
all X 2 s» then S Is said to be bounded below, m Is called
a lower bound of S.
If S Is boiinded above and bounded below, the set Is
said to be bounded.
Definition 1.6. (least upper bound). The number M Is
called the least upper bound of the set S If:
1. x^M for all x S.
2. Por every arbitrary fe>0, there exists x^ *■ S
such that (M - €■)-= x^.
Definition 1.7. (Greatest lower bound). The number m Is
called the greatest lower bound of the set S If :
1, m s I for all x S.
2, Por every fe>0, there exists x^ »■ S such that
(m -»€. ) ^ Xq.
Definition 1.8. (Dedeklnd cut), let the set of real numbers
be divided Into two classes L and H such that
1. L and R df-
2. All real numbers are In L O R,
3. Every real number x «. L is less that every real nm-
ber y a. R.
Then such a division of the real numbers Is called a Dedeklnd
cut.
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Definition 1,9. (Nested Intervals). let ®
sequence of closed non empty Intervals such that
^ ^n+1
for ns-J'^and Ijj—^0 (Read length of the Interval approaches
zero) as n—> . Such a sequence Is called a nested
sequence of Intervals.
Definition 1,10. (Nested sequence of rectangles). ^(x,y) I
a^ ^ X and c^^ y ^ sequence be ^
such that
ii) niJ'^
(11) The diameter of » defined by
4(V= VTin - '
9
tends to zero as n tends to Infinity.
Then the sequence [.E^^ls called a nested sequence of rec¬
tangles .
Definition 1,11. (Convergence of a sequence of constants).
If £a^ls an Infinite sequence of real or complex numbers,
a^ Is said to converge to a If for eveiy €^>0, there exists
a positive Integer N = N(e) such that
for n > N.
Definition 1.12. (Uniform convergence of a sequence of
functions). A sequence of functions Cun.\ Is said to be con¬
vergent to u on a set T If, for every €.>0, there exists
N N(e) such that n > N Implies
\ Ujj^(x) - u(x) \ ^ ^
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for ever7 x ^ T,
Definition 1.13. (Series). A series of numbers is two
sequences of numbers and such that
* • • + 8L.®n- ^1 n
^n= ®n - s^-1 . n > 1.
is called the sequence hf the terms of the series,
is called the sequence of partial sums of the series. We
+ ts^
set 11m s„=: a, -i- ao-»-n 1 or a . We call T~ar» an
n=1
infinite series.
Definition 1,14. (Convergence of a series). An Infinite
series T“a^ is said to be convergent if for€>0, there exists
a positive integer N = II(e.) such that
I Sjj^ - s l-=e , for n >N.
Definition 1.15. (Uniform convergence of a series of
functions), let the sequence of functions be defined
on a set T. For each xS-T, let
If there exists a function u such that Sj^,—» u uniformly on
T, we say the series T“^^tt) converges uniformly on T and
we write > iiji(x) — u(x) (uniformly on T).
Definition 1.16. (Infinite product). Given a sequence {a^^^
of real or complex numbers, let
^1 — ®1» ^2 ~ ®1®2 »
n
Pn- a^a2...aj^= JT®-]!:*
A sequence formed in this manner is called an Infinite
5
product. The number is called the nth partial product
and aj^ is called the nth factor of the product. The follow¬
ing symbols are used to denote the product :
a^a^* *^21* * * ^ 1 a^^.
n=1









U) If no factor a_ is zero, we say the product converges
if there exists a niimber p % 0 such that converge
to p. In this case, p is called the value of the
product and we write p — TT a .
n=l
If there exists an H such that n>N implies 0,
we say TT a„ converges, provided that TT a con-
n=l, n^N+l “
verges as described in (&).





In this case, the value
We need the following axiom;
Axiom 1.1. (Dedekind's principle). Every Dedeklnd cut
defines or is affected ly a unique real number c such that,
for every x -sil and every y«-H, we have that
X s c and c = y.
The element c may belong either to L or R.
We need the following theorems:
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Theorem 1,1. Every non-empty set of real nimhers which Is
bounded above possesses a unique least upper bound.
Proof: Let S be a set of real numbers. Let us define a di¬
vision of the real numbers as follows:
Into R put all M such that for all xs.S.
Put all other real numbers into L. How we have that
(i) Neither L nor R is empty.
(il) All real numbers are either in L or R.
(lii) If a:s L and baR a ^ b.
Let us assume b#a. Since ba:R and
X ^ b, for all x s.S
b s a,
it follows that
X a for all x *• S.
This is a contradiction. Hence, we must conclude that a-c-b.
Ne have defined a Ledehind cut which defines a unique real
number c. Either cs-L or c S-R.
Let us claim that c is the least upper bound of S. If
c is the least upper bound of S then
X 5 c for all X s-S.
Hence, c is an upper bound of S. Suppose there exists x^t. S
such that c c: Xq. Observe that
c ■ £ R and c h ” <r x
2 o'
But by the definition of our set, each element x>S is less
than or equal to each element y of R. Here we have that
7
S, c^Io_Z^iR and c + 52-IL£ x-
S' 2 2
This Is impossible. Hence, c ^ x^. Therefore c is an
upper bound of S,
Howr we proceed to show that c is the least upper bound
of S. For every e>0, there must exist an element x^ ^ S
such that c - £-s. x^. If this were not the case, we would
have
c - «■> X for all x*.S.
This implies that c - e is in R. But this is Impossible
because c -€ s I. Hence, c is the least upper bound of S
by Definition 1.6.
Theorem 1.2. Every monotone sequence has a limit.
Proof: (a) suppose the sequence is monotone increasing.
We have two distinct cases to consider — (i) is bounded
or (li) is unbounded.
Let us consider case (i). Since the sequence {a^l3
bounded, it is bounded above and possesses a unique least
upper bound by virtue of theorem 1.1. Let us call this
least upper bound, Given any e >0, there exists an
index Uq such that e <■ a^^^ . But la^\ is monotone in¬
creasing. Therefore a^^-s for all n, by Definition
1.2. Hence
o<-£<.a_, for all n^ n^.
But





I S “ ^ >^o*
It follows that «ils the limit of •
Now we are going to consider case (ii). Since the
sequence ^a^ is unbounded, given any number M, there exists
an index Uq such that ajj^> M. But the sequence ^aj^ls
monotone Increasing, Hence, a^j^^ M for all n>n^. There¬
fore, the sequence has as a limit.
Combining the results of cases (i) and (ii), we conclude
that every monotone increasing sequence has a limit.
(b) Suppose the sequence [ais monotone decreasing.
We have two cases to consider — (i) ^a^^ is bounded or (ii)
^a^is unbounded.
Consider case (i). Since ^a^^ is bounded, it is ' ,
bounded below and possesses a unique greatest lower bound
by virtue of Theorem 1.1. Let us.call this greatest lower
bounds . Given anye^O, there exists an index Uq such
that But is monotone decreasing which im¬
plies that aj, ^ a . for all n by Definition 1.3. Hence,
^ 4C > for all B.t a^4 ^ for all a.
Therefore.! for all n:»>nQ^ that is to say,
Isjj for all n ^n^ or ^ is the limit of •
Consider case (ii). Since the sequence £a^5
bounded, given any number ^ , there exists an index Uq such
that a_-^B . But the sequence Ta^^ls monotone decreasing.^r% ^ n-*
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Therefore, ^ for infinitely many n > that is to
say, the sequence has- — as a limit.
Prom cases (i) and (il) it follows that any monotone
decreasing sequence has a limit.
Therefore, considering part (a) and part (h), we may
conclude that any monotone sequence has a limit.
Theorem 1,3., Every nested sequence of intervals defines
a unique real number c such that 0*1^^ for all n
Proof: We will prove the uniqueness of the number c first.
Suppose there exists two distinct real numbers c and c'
such that 0 ^ and c* ^ for all ntJ'^ Then
n n
0 -s I c - c 'I .
Since I_—^ 0 as n—*-•, there exists n such thatn 0
to - o'I, for n > n ,n ' 0
Hence, the interval cannot contain both c and c'.
Therefore, c must be unique.
Now we will prove the existence of the number c, Py
definition,
I„= S , torn^J\
Put into class I, aj^ and all real number less than a^^.
Put into class R all other real number, let us claim that
this division defines a Dedeklnd cut, (i) L ^ 0 because
a^, ,,, , & 1, R Af 0 because b^, ^2^ •,, , z R,
(il) All real numbers are obviously either in L or R, (ill)
Let a ^ L and b R. Suppose b ^ a. Since a x. I, a is either









Prom the last expression, we see that bsL.
tradlction because b was said to belong to R.
We have defined a Dedekind cut. Ry Axiom 1.1
defines a real number c such that
a_ — c S b^, n 2 J"^.n — n'




I^^fxla^ x^.bu ^ n n
by definition. Therefore, c 2 I for all na-j"*^.
n
Theorem 1,4, Every nested sequence of rectangles defines
a unique point (z^) such that ZqXE^ for every n* J'*'.
Proof: Existence. Let fR^be as in Definition 1.10. Then
—— nj
observe that
Hence, Ta^^^ is monotone increasing and is bounded above by
^1* r®n^ monotone increasing and is bounded above by
^b^^ is monotone decreasing and is bounded below by a^;
^d^^ is monotone decreasing and is bounded below by c^.
ly Theorem 1.2^all of these monotone sequences have limits—
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say the limit a^*< , limit » limit , and
n-^ -*» n -® n—♦ •**
limit d^* ^ .n
Observe that
an S -<S bjj
On ^ 'C ^ S d for each naj"*, so that
0 bn - an
0 $ J-fgd - 0 .
n n
But since the diameter of the set, d(Ej^)—> 0 as n—>
(b^ - a^)—» 0 and (d - c )~*0 as n-»-*.' n h' n n
Therefore,
0 # •< 0
0 » 0.
Hence, *<=/d and rs: S , Thus the point z^, (<^,0* for
each ni J*, by virtue of the fact that aj^i*< ^ b^ and
Ti d^ for all ni j\
How for uniqueness: Suppose there exists a point z^,
such that ) *• Rj^ for each nx J*. Then observe
that,
a„ ^ £ b andn- Q
C -A Y*^ d •
Letting , we have ^ and . Hence,
*^ = »<'^and If «V' , that is to say, (^,ir) is unique.
Theorem 1.5. (Bolzano-Heierstrass). Every bounded infinite
set of points in the complex plane has at least one limit
point.
Proof: let S be a bounded infinite set of points in the
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complex plane. Since the set S is hounded. It can he
enclosed in a rectangle Q. Divide Q into four equal rectan¬
gles. At least one of these rectangles contains Infinitely
many points of S. Call the one which does Q^. Divide Q|
into four equal rectangles. At least one of these rectangles
contains infinitely many points of S. Call the one which
does Qg. Continuing in this manner indefinitely, we con?-
struct a sequence of rectangles Qq^ ^ ^2^ *** that
d(Qjj)-> 0 as n-^-o . Hence, we have a nested sequence of
rectangles • I!y Theorem 1.4, defines a unique
number — say ^ which *■ for every n. Observe that
s^= S.
leta^O and arbitrary, ^hen let D(Qj^) £ . Consider the
-neighborhood of given as follows =
{]z llz Then d(QQ^)^e . It is clear that
is contained in »L(e, J?). Therefore ^ is a limit point.
CHAPTER II
A PROOF OF THE CRITERIOR FOR THE
CONVERGENCE OF SEQUENCES
Now we are ready to prove Cauchy's criterion for the
convergence of seq.uences.
Theorem 2.1. A necessary and sufficient condition for the
convergence of a sequence of real numbers Is that
given any c > 0, there exists a positive Integer N = N(e)
such that la - a for m.n >• N.
m n
Proof: Necessity, Assume ta^j^ converges, that is to say,
given «->o, there exists a positive Integer N = nW such
that la^^ - al-* J for all n>N. Now observe that
‘Si " V = - a + a - aj
I ajjj - a\4 \ a^j^ - a\
for all m,n>N and the theorem on nested intervals holds.
Hence we see that the condition is necessary.
Sufficiency. Assume foravo, there exists a positive
integer N = N(e) such that Jajj^ - a^J^-e for all mjn^N.
Take successively €, = 2”^"^, ks o,1,2,..., and see that
we can find integers n^ such that for every a^j^ with
lies in a 2"^‘’^Neighborhood of aj^ . This gives a sequencek
of intervals.
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such that at most Dj^ elements of the sequence lie out¬
side of Ijj.; further, ^ length of tends
to zero.. There Is, consequently, one and only one point a
belonging to each of these intervals. We assert that a^j—^ a.
If an € -neighborhood is given, we can choose k so large
that is a subset of this neighborhood and every a^^ with
n>n^ belongs to the a-neighborhood in question. Thus,
lim = a. Hence, we see that the condition is sufficient.
Combining the proofs for necessity and sufficiency, we
have arrived at a proof for Cauchy's criterion for the con¬
vergence of sequences of real numbers.
Theorem 2.2. A necessary and sufficient condition for the
convergence of a sequence of complex numbers is that
given any e.>0, there exists a positive integer H = H(e)
such that [ ^ e for all n>ll, p&l.
Proof: necessity. Assume Iz^ converges— lim z_ = Given
n
any e > 0, there exists a positive N = n(«-) such that
I - JS I -t ^ for all n>n. Hew observe thatn *■
'*n ' - V’p
= >2n - S’. I, ♦
2 1 ^
for all n>N, p^l, that is to say, I z^^ - for all
n^'H, p^l. Hence^the condition is necessary.
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Sufficiency. Assume for any €.>0, there exists a r
positive integer N =!?(£) such thatlZjj^ - e for all
n >N, p^l. Take € = 1. Then there exists a positive inte¬
ger N = N (1) such that \ I 1 for all n > N and
p^ 1. In particular
\ Zjj - Zjj^^ 1 -e. 1 for all n>N.
Observe that
= I z - z
H+l
= *^n - Zjj^^ j + \ ^ 1 + ' Zjj.^ ^ \
for all n>IT, Let M= maximum of
^ I Z ^ I y I Z2 I » • • • » \ Zjj. \ ^ I Zjj * ^ li + ^ 1 •
Then
I Zjj^l ^ K for all BtJ*. Therefore, Lzjj^\ is bounded.
Hence, by theorem 1,5, has at least one limit point.
Let us call this limit point ^.
We claim that S is unique. Suppose there exists ^
S) which is also a limit point of £zj^^. Set 3e rrlS-Si,
There exists a positive integer Hi = such that
*^n “ ^nt'P* and p^l. There exists a
positive integer H2 = IT2( € ) such that IZj^ - S| < ^ for
all n>H2; there exists a positive integer H3 = H-j(e) such
that 1 z^^p - for all n>Hj, p^l. Let H = maximum
of Hg, , Then observe that
3e _ tS.-S'Ula. z^^p - S'l
?|Za - Sflza - ^n.pl’l^n.p "
755-^ / for all a >E,
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p ^ 1, Thus we have 3€.=€. which is impossible. Hence, we
see that the limit ^ is unique. Therefore, the sufficiency
part of our proof is complete.
Combining the necessity and sufficiency parts of our
proof, we conclude that we have arrived at a proof of Cauchy's
criterion for the convergence of sequences of complex num¬
bers.
Theorem 2^. Let CUj^\ be a sequence of functions of a real
or complex variable defined on a set T. A necessaary and
sufficient condition for ^ uniformly on T Is given any
^^0 there exists a positive Integer H = such that m'>II
and n>H implies
I Ujj^C^c) - Ujj^(x) 1**^, for every x In T.
Proof; Necessity, Assume Uj^-^ u uniformly on T. Then,
given «>0, we can find H = H(e-) such that n'^^H Implies
I Uj^(x) - u(x) ^0^ all 3C in T. Taking m > H, we also
have I Uj^(x) - uCx)**^ ^ all x in T. Observe that
I Uja(x) - Uj^(x) 1=1 Uiii(x) - u(x) + u(x) - Uji(x) )
s\Ujii(x) - u(x) \ + \ Uj^(x) - u(x) \
Therefore^the condition is necessary.
Sufficiency. Assume
each X In T, the sequence tji_(x)^converges. Let u(x) =
lim u^(x) if X i T. ¥e must show that u^—* u uniformly
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on T.
If€• > 0 is given, we can choose H so that n-s-ll implies
I u^(x) - I for all k»J*, and every x in T. There¬
fore, lim I Ujj^(x) - u^^j^(x)l= lUj^(x) - u(x)ls g. Hence, n*‘N
implies lUjj^(x) - u(x) I •^efor every x in T. This proves
that u uniformly on T. Therefore, the condition is
siifficient.
Combining the necessity and sufficiency parts of the
proof, we have the proof of our theorem.
CHAPTER III
SOME APPIICATIOHS OP CAUCHY'S CRITERION POR THE
CONVERGENCE OP SEQUENCES TO INPINITE
SERIES AND INPINITE PRODUCTS
We shall use the theorems on the convergence of se¬
quences to prove some analogous theorems for series and
products.
Theorem 3.1. Let
12 n ^ n
be a series of real or complex numbers. A necessary and
sufficient condition that the series converge is given any
€>0, there exists a positive integer N = N(e.) such that for
all n >• N and all positive integers p.
®n+1 •* ^n+p' •
Proof: The partial stuns corresponding to the series Ta^ are
®1 =
S2 = a^ + a
and
s = a, + a^ -+
n 1 2
®n+p “ ^n+l ^'n+p*
The proof of the theorem follows from Theorems2.1 and 2.2.




real or complex variable. A necessarj and sufficient con¬
dition that the series converges tmiformly on T
is given any*>0, there exists a positive integer N = N(€.)
such that n > K implies
for each and every
X 1 T.
Proof; The partial sums corresponding to the series y~u-nCx)
are
= u^ (x)
Sg = (x) + UgCx)
The proof of the theorem follows from Theorem 2.3.
Theorem 3.3. let
(a.) {sa) (e-z) ... (^-n) ... ■— T f &’ 2 ^ ^ n*1 ^
be an infinite product of real or complex numbers. A neces¬
sary and sufficient condition that the product converge is
given any 6.>0, there exists a positive Integer U =. 11(e)
such that for all n>ir.
(1) I ^n+2 Vk " 1.2,3,...
Proof: Necessity. Assume that the productHconverges.
¥e can assiune that no aj^^ is zero (discarding a few terms if
necessary). Let P^^^^ a ...a and p - lim Then p4^ 0
and hence there exists an M > 0 such that |Pj^i5>-M. Now
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satisfies the Cauchy condition for sequences. Hence,
given€>0, there is an H such that n'^H Implies
I ■* 1 ^ for k — 1,2,.*..
Dividing by I , we obtain
I a„ ., O’.. ••• n 1 “* •* n4i n42 n*k
Therefore the condition is necessary.
Sufficiency. Assume
1 ®n4l ®'n4 2 **• ®’n4lc ” ^ •
Then n > H Implies a^:^ 0. Take fi'=- f, let be the corre¬
sponding H and let
‘In = ®'Ho4l ^Hot2 •••
if n'>'SQ. Then (l) implies iI q^^^l
Therefore, if does converge, let£> 0 be arbitrary
and write (1) as follows:
^ 1 ^e.
‘In
This gives us - qji 2^*
Therefore, fq^\patlsfies the Cauchy condition for sequences
and hence is convergent. This means that the productTTa^
converges. Therefore, the condition is sufficient.
Combining the necessity and sufficiency parts of our
proof, we arrive at the proof of our theorem.
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